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ABSTRACT The problem of testing a given autoregressive
moving average (ARMA) model (in which the density of the
generating white noise is unspecified) against other ARMA
models is considered. A distribution-free asymptotically most
powerful test, based on a generalized linear serial rank statistic,
is provided against contiguous ARMA alternatives with speci-
fied coefficients. In the case in which the ARMA model in the
alternative has unspecified coefficients, the asymptotic suffi-
ciency (in the sense of Hajek) of a finite-dimensional vector of
rank statistics is established. This asymptotic sufficiency is
used to derive an asymptotically maximin most powerful test,
based on a generalized quadratic serial rank statistic. The as-
ymptotically maximin optimal test statistic can be interpreted
as a rank-based, weighted version of the classical Box-Pierce
portmanteau statistic, to which it reduces, in some particular
problems, under gaussian assumptions.
Section 1. Rank Tests for Time Series Analysis
Time series analysis is one of the areas in statistics whose
development has been most impressive during the past two
decades, and its importance for practical applications, rang-
ing from economics to engineering, has been widely recog-
nized. However, in spite of the growing interest in the sub-ject, and in spite of the fact that the need for robust or rank-
based procedures has been emphasized by many authors,
little has been done to introduce such procedures (especially
rank-based ones) in time series context.
A step toward a systematic treatment of this subject was
taken in three papers by Hallin et al. (1, 2, 8), in which as-
ymptotically optimal and maximin-optimal rank tests (in the
Pitman-Noether sense) were derived for the problem of test-
ing randomness against alternatives of autoregressive mov-
ing average (ARMA) dependence. Two classes of serial rank
statistics were introduced for that purpose.
The first one is the class of linear serial rank statistics, of
order p, of the form
n
Sin = (n _p-lEYl a(n)(R(,n), R(n)ls... R(n)p [1]
t=p+l
where Rt ) denotes the rank of X(') in some observed series
-= , . . ., X~n)) of length n, and a(')(. . .) is some
score function. Of special interest is the particular linear se-
rial rank statistic-i.e., the rank autocorrelation r "}(for defi-
nition, see Eq. 9) oforder i (= 1, . ., n - 2) associated with
density f(.) that enjoys (cf. ref. 2) most of the asymptotic
properties of the usual sample autocorrelations rn) for gauss-
ian series.
The second class of rank statistics considered (in ref. 2)
is that of quadratic serial rank statistics, which are quadrat-
ic forms of linear serial rank statistics. Of particular interest
are the rank portmanteau statistics ASK (r())2 that pro-
vide a rank version of the classical portmanteau statistics
X,1 (r('))2 of Box and Pierce (3).
Section 2. Testing an ARMA Model Against Another ARMA
Model: Asymptotically Most Powerful Test
The problem of testing a given ARMA model (with unspeci-
fied density function) against other ARMA models is impor-
tant because of its implications in the various identification
and validation steps that are part of any time series model-
building procedure.
Denote by H(')(A, B; -) the null hypothesis under which
the observed series xVn) is generated by the ARMA (Pi, qj)
model
A(L)X, = X,- AX,_ - ...
-Apltp
= Et + B1Et1 + . . . + Bq1Et-q1
= B(L)Et, t E Z, [2]
where {E,} is an independent white-noise process with un-
specified density function f [L denotes the lag operator, and
A(L) = 1 -AL - . . .
-AP1LP1, B(L) = 1 + BjL + ...+
Bq1Lql are difference operators].
We assume the following conditions.
(i) A(L) and B(L) are of orders Pi and qj, respectively (i.e.,
Ap1 # 0 + Bql).
(ii) The polynomials A(z) and B(z), z E ¢ have no com-
mon roots.
(iii) The polynomials A(z) and B(z), z E ¢ have all their
roots outside the unit circle.
(iv) E, has finite moments up to the sixth order. E(E,) = 0
and E(E2) = o.2 (unspecified).
(v) f(x) is (a.e.) derivable [denote by f'(x) its derivative]
and absolutely continuous on finite intervals and has finite
Fisher's information I(f): 0 < l(f) = E[(f'(Et)/f(E,))2] < a.(vi) Denote by F(x) the cumulative distribution function
associated with f(x), and let F-1(u) = inf{xjF(x) - u}, 0 < u
< 1. Define +(x) as -f'(F-l(F(x)))/f(F-1(F(x))). Assume
that +(x) is a.e. derivable and that its derivative +'(x) is (a.e.)
lipschitzian and square integrable: 1'(x) - 4'(y)l < Kix - yl,
and fl 1Y2(F-1(u))du < om. Note that +(x) is a.e. equal to
- f'(x)/f(x).
Conditions iv-vi are assumed to hold throughout this pa-
per. Some results (mainly those involving f-rank autocorre-
lations) require an additional assumption on f, as follows:
(vii) f is strongly unimodal [cf. page 15 of Hajek and Siddk
(4)].
Abbreviation: ARMA, autoregressive moving average.
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The alternative hypotheses of interest here are those un-
der which V) is an observed series from some other ARMA
model a(L)Xt = 8(L)Et distinct from Eq. 2. To investigate
locally optimal procedures, we shall consider sequences of
alternatives that are contiguous to the null hypotheses. Let
a(n)(L)Xt = X,- WX, - . . . -ap.() y
= Et + 3 )Et-I + . . . + 12Et)
[3]
be a sequence of ARMA (P2, q2) models, with P2 . P1, q2 '
ql, a,2 # 0 # I3q2, and
n) Ai+ n-2vi, 1 cicpai-I n- 12Yi9 P, < i '< P2
(n) Bi + n-1/2Si,
13i - I n-1/2 i,
1 s i ' q1
q1 < i ' q2 [4]
Furthermore, assume that the polynomials a(n)(z) and /n)(z),
z E ¢ have no root that is common for any value of n E N.
Denote by y and 8 the vectors (yl, . . .*, YP2) and (8i. * .,
q ), respectively, and by e')(A, B; y, 8; f) the sequence of
AkMA (P2, q2) alternatives (Eq. 3) corresponding to speci-
fied y, 8, and f.
Denoting by {Z. the filtered process (A(L)/B(L))X, (i.e.,
the exact residuals with respect to Eq. 2), we note that, un-
der the null hypothesis, {Z.} is a white-noise process and,
under the alternative hypothesis, kn)(A, B; y, 8; f) (see Eqs.
3 and 4), {Z.} is generated by a general linear model of the
form
where
m(n) = (n(n - 1))-lE (F1(n + i2( 11)
and
n(n- 1)1 [4F(- 2 i2
n( (n )F n +1) n+1)+2 ____n(iF \\(n - i) n(n - 1 (n - 2) hlili~i# i~ [ t\\ +1)
i2 i i
+flnfl~l3+l+ n
n(n - 1)(n - 2)(n - 3)(n - 1) 1zSil 2l03# 4isn
[+ n + 1)+ n + 1) n + n)-l +4)
- (n - 0(m(n))2. [11]
Then
PROPOSITION 2.1. The asymptotically most powerful test
for H(')(A, B; ) against K(')(A, B; 'y, 8; f) at given level a
rejects if
n-2 [n-2 1/2
n112 Z (ai + bi)r()> E (ai + bj2 ki-a,
i=l ~ bi=l )_
Z - n-1/2 > a;Z-i = Et + n 12 biEt-i,
i=l i=1
where
min(p2,i+pl-1)
ai = Ij=l
min(q2,i+ql-1)
bi = Ij=l
and
6SHi1, i= 1,2, ...
t E=- Z, [5] where kl-a denotes the (1 - a)-quantile of the standard nor-tE~~ mal distribution.
The proof of this Proposition is given in ref. 5.
Section 3. Asymptotic Sufficiency off-Rank Autocorrelations
Consider the general problem of testing H(n) against K(n)
where H(n) = {l(n)} and K(n) = {l(n} are families of densities
[6] for some observed X'n' defined over a sample space (Zen),
*(n)). Recall that the envelope power function f3(a, H(n)
K(n)) for this problem is defined as
Here Gu and Hu, u E Z are the Green'sfunctions of the oper-
ators A(L) and B(L), respectively, (P1 > 0 and q1 > 0):
[A(L)]- = 1 + I GULU and
u=1
[B(L)h-' = 1
00
+ I HULU,
u=l
/(a, H W , K(')) = sup inf Elof[/In)],
't'(') 4n)EEK(n) I [12]
where the supremum is taken over all the tests On) satisfy-
ing, for fixed a E [0, 1],
[7] [13]
with
I IGul < o
u=l
and I IHuI <o,
u=l
[8]
which imply lx 1jail < o and liml, lbil < oo
Let Rk") be the rank of Z. among (Z1, . . ., Zn), and define
the rank autocorrelation coefficient associated with density
f (or f-rank autocorrelation) of order i as
[ n +((-iI F-1 Rt ))
x F-1 + m (n)- [9]
Let T(') be some statistic from (f(n), sd(')) to some range
space (f(n), n Define the envelope powerfunction f3T(a,
H(n), K(n)) associated with T(n) by taking the supremum, in
Eq. 12, over the set of all T(n)-measurable tests q,(n) satisfy-
ing Eq. 13. If we denote by H(un) and K(n) the families of
densities [on (5f(n) q(3n))] induced from H(nf and K(n) by T ,
then clearly
[14]18T(a, H( ), K()) = P(a, HT¶, KT¶,).
Obviously, we also have
P(a, H(n), K(n)) 2_ PT(a, H(n),K(n)) [15]
If, however, an equality in Eq. 15 is achieved for every a E
[0, 1] [this happens, e.g., if T(') is sufficient for the structure
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(e(n), si(n), H(n) U KWn))], then T(n) can be considered, in
some sense, as sufficient for the problem of testing H(n)
against K(n).
Accordingly [see LeCam (6) and theorem VII of Hajek and
giddk (4)] we say that T is asymptotically sufficient for the
problem of testing H(n) against K n) if
lim [P3(a, 11(n), Kn) - PT(a, H(n), K(n))] = 0,
a E [0, 1]. [16]
An important consequence is that if T(n) is asymptotically
sufficient for H(n) against K(n), then any asymptotically
maximin most powerful test q,(n)* for H (n) against K (n) is also
asymptotically maximin most powerful for H(n) against K(n).
Let us consider now the problem of testing H(n)(A, B; )
against unspecified ARMA alternatives. Denote by
K()(A, B; RP2, Rq2; f)
= U{K(n)(A, B; 'y, 6; f)lv E. P2, 6 E Rq2}, [17]
the alternative under which the observed series Xn) is gener-
ated by some ARMA model (Eqs. 3 and 4, where y and 6
take on unspecified values, although being of specified di-
mensions P2 and q2. Let also d E R', and denote by @(d) the
set of values of (y, 6) E DRP2 X Rq2 such that Ila + bl d, with
a and b given in Eq. 6. In order to obtain asymptotically
maximin most powerful tests, we need to consider subhy-
potheses of the form
K(n) (A, B; RP2, R'; fId)
- U{K(')(A, B; v, 6; f)l(y, 6) E £i(d)}. [18]
We are now able to characterize a finite-dimensional rank-
based statistic that is asymptotically sufficient (in the sense
defined above) for testing a given ARMA model against an-
other, unspecified, one.
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let {q14), .. ., 1q(Pi+q)} denote an arbi-
trary fundamental system of solutions of the homogeneous
equation
A(L)B(L)Q4 = 0, t E Z. [19]
Writing irfor max(p2 - Pl, q2 - qj), consider the max(pi +
q2, P2 + qi)-tuple ofrank statistics [assume n . max(p2 - P
+ 3, q2 - q1 + 3, Pi + q1 + 2)]
n-2
(n) r(n), . . ., r( , )r(n)
i=7r+l
n-2
E~(plp+qj)ri(nf) [20]
gr +1
Then, for any d E D+, TJ; is asymptotically sufficient for
the problem of testing H(A(At B; -) against Eq. 18.
The proof mainly consists in establishing that the suffi-
cient conditions for asymptotic sufficiency of theorem VII
1.1 of Hdjek and gidak (4) are satisfied. Let }(0. X(n)) -
W=1 f(Z,) . Then we have to show that there exist T}-,n
measurable variables h/47, such that the functions
Y6 = I(}h [21]
are densities for all (v, 6) E @(d) and n (n sufficiently large)
and satisfy
where 1 - qIIL, is the Ll-distance f jp - qldlu for densities p
and q defined with respect to the cr-finite measure ,u [for de-
tails, see Hallin and Puri (5)].
Asymptotic Distribution of T(f. We conclude this section
by establishing the joint asymptotic normality of any asymp-
totically sufficient vector T
PROPOSITION 3.2. n /2T,;f is asymptotically normal, with
mean 0 under H(n)(A, B; ) mean ((a1 + bl), ..., (aT + b,),
z-r+ 1 q'i(ai + bi), . . ., l+l (P+)( +b))[2(I(f)]/2
under K (A, B; y, 6; f), and full-rank covariance matrix
W2 =
\IV
under both H(')(A, B; -) and K(n)(A, B; y, 6; f), where W, =
(Wi,;kl) and Wq;kl = X+1 44k)q/) <0; k, 1 = 1, . . ., Pi +
qj.
Proof: Let K > X, and consider an arbitrary linear combi-
nation of log L nr,)(Z(n)),.2( ,nn2r~ ,n1 2l:)K'1,2
")r(n) . . . and n1/2 I-1+l jf+qj)r(n) [Here log L(n)(Z(n))
denotes the log likelihood ratio for testing H(')(A, B; f)
against K(n)(A, B; y, 6; f)]. The asymptotic normality under
the null hypothesis of this linear combination can easily be
established along the lines of proposition 3.1 of Hallin et al.
(2), and then using theorem 7.7.1 of Anderson (7), we obtain
the asymptotic normality of this linear combination in the
case when K = Ao. Proposition 3.2 then follows from Le-
Cam's third lemma (6).
The nonsingularity of W2i, hence that of W2, results from
the fact that the 0,1 values are linearly independent solu-
tions of Eq. 19.
Section 4. Testing an ARMA Model Against Another ARMA
Model: Asymptotically Maximin Most Powerful Tests
Generalized Quadratic Serial Rank Statistics. Quadratic se-
rial rank statistics, providing rank-based versions of the
portmanteau statistic of Box and Pierce (3) were introduced
in Hallin et al. (2, 8) to palliate the poor overall performances
of linear serial rank statistics in the problem of testing ran-
domness against unspecified ARMA alternatives. The as-
ymptotic (central and noncentral) x2 distributions of such
quadratic statistics (when computed from the ranks of the
filtered process {Z.}) can easily be obtained under H(')(A,
B; -) and K(')(A, B; y, 6; f).
Since, however, the asymptotically most powerful test for
H(n)(A, B; ) against K(')(A, B; y, 6; f) cannot, in general, be
found within the class of linear serial rank tests, quadratic
serial rank statistics cannot be expected to provide optimal
tests against unspecified values of y and 6 (unless, e.g., Pi =
0 = q1). Consequently a more general type of quadratic rank
statistics has to be considered. To this end, let s(n) - n =
(S5Mn)- ) ..* in)- mI I))' be a column vector of general-
ized linear serial rank statistics centered about their means
[under H(n)(A, B; *)]. Assuming that n1/2(S0n) - m(n)) has an
asymptotic covariance matrix V2 of full rank, we define a
generalized quadratic serial rank statistic as a statistic of the
form Q(n) = n(S(n) - M(n)v-2n) - m(n)
Since we have shown that asymptotically sufficient statis-
tics Tp1'f exist for testing H )(A, B; -) against K )(A, B; iy, 6;
f), it is intuitively quite natural to consider generalized qua-
dratic serial rank statistics of the form
0QO J n T;Wf p2Tpnf. [23]lim suI(Y)S -Ly
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Actually, we shall show that Q0'$.S provides the asymptoti-
cally maximin most powerful test for our problem. We first
establish an important property that Q0'$;), unlike T$"1, does
not depend on the particular fundamental system {tpi)}
adopted.
PROPOSITION 4.1. The quadratic statistic Q~Nf does not
depend on the fundamental system {t(i) .
Proof: Let 0(tl ., 9 } and {It(l, . T(+pi)} de-
note two arbitrary fundamental s stems for Eq. 19. Then
(@( 0(iqi) - (i ), t1+q1))K',t E Z, where K
is some nonsingular constant matrix of dimension (Pi + q1)
X (p, + qi). Hence
T~f = ( J)Tt
Thus
T,(n)W-,T,(n)
K )( O
= T~n;) -,T(n)
- f~Ww Tat.
and W2 = KW2 K
0
K-1lW2Kl-1 )( 1K
Let us illustrate the above proposition by giving an exam-
ple of a particular formulation of Q54'$.
Example 4.1: Denote by X(1), . . ., X(l+q1) the roots of
A(z-1)B(z-1) = 0, zE ¢, and assume that they all are dis-
tinct (hence of multiplicity one-also recall that they all lie
inside the unit circle). Then a fundamental system of solu-
tions of Eq. 19 is provided by{pt)-1T+l),teZ;j 1,
Pi + ql}. Q0'; is thus a quadratic form involving the
rank autocorrelations of orders i through ir and geometrical-
ly weighted sums of rank autocorrelations of orders ir + 1
through n - 2. WM is of the form (Wq;kl) = ((1 - XkXl)-l).
We now give the asymptotic distribution of OZ.
PROPOSITION 4.2. Under H(n)(A, B; Q, f;j is asymptoti-
cally with max(pj +q2, P2 + qj) degrees offreedom. Un-
der K(n)(A, B; A, 6; f), it is asymptotically noncentral x2,
with the same degrees offreedom and with noncentrality pa-
rameter
X'(y, 8) = I/211a + bII2cr2I(f), [24]
where a and b are given by Eq. 6.
Proof: The proof follows straightforwardly from Proposi-
tion 4.1. Note that by letting k' = ((a, + bl),. (a, + be),
k19 . ..,kp1+q1), the asymptotic mean of n'12T~1~ under
K , B; y, 6; f) takes the form Ww2k[o2I(f)] '. On the
other hand,
k'W2k = Ila + bI12,
yielding the noncentrality parameter (Eq. 24).
Asymptotically Maximin Most Powerful Test for Testing an
ARMA Model Against Unspecified ARMA Alternatives. Let
us define an asymptotically maximin most powerful test for
H (A9 B; -) against an unspecified ARMA (P2, q2) alterna-
tive as a test that is asymptotically maximin most powerful
against any alternative of the form K()(A, B; RP2, Rq2; f Id)
(cf. Eq. 18), d E R+. We then have the following result.
PROPOSITION 4.3. An asymptotically maximin most power-
ful testfor H(n)(A, B; ) against an unspecifiedARMA (P2, q2)
alternative is provided by
q(an) (A B; P2, q2; f) = 1
if QAB;f > Xmax(pj+q2,p2+qj);1-a. [25]
Accordingly, the envelope power function /3(a, H(n)(A,
B; ), K (A, B; RP2, Rq2; td) converges, as n -x 00, to 1 -
Ffnax(p1+q2,p2+q1)(Xmax(p,+q2,p2+q1);1la; /2d2cr21(f)), where
Xm;1__ denotes the (1 - a)-quantile of the x2 distribution
with m degrees of freedom and Fm(-; X), the distribution
function of the noncentral X2 with m degrees offreedom and
noncentrality parameter X.
COROLLARY 4.4. The rank portmanteau statistic n IF
(r(.f )2 [cf. Hallin et al. (2)] is asymptotically maximin most
powerful against unspecified ARMA (P2, q2) alternatives if
and only ifPi = q1 = 0 and p = max(p2, q2) (i.e., for testing
randomness against serial dependence of order p).
Proof: We know from Section 3 that Tjc is asymptotically
sufficient for testing H (A, B; *) against Eq. 18. nmW'jT,"is thus also asymptotically sufficient, since W+ is a full-rank
covariance matrix.
Under (A, B: y, 6; f), the asymptotic distribution of
n aW~lT$Z;f is normal, with mean ,t(y, 6) = Wpk[r2I(f)]1/2
and identity covariance matrix.
Let us show that when (,y, 6) describes RP2 X Rq2, k and
thus IL(y, 6) describes Rmax(P1+q2P2+q1). Any value of (al,
ap2_1) E R"2"1 can be reached by choosing appropri-
ate values of Yi, ., Yq2-q1, and at, t ' P2 - Pi + 1 can be
made equal to any solution of A(L)T, = 0 by adjusting the
remaining Pi components Sypp +1, . P2 of y. A similar
result holds for b and 6. Furthermore, any solution of
A(L)B(L)q1t = 0, t 2 ir + 1, can be decomposed into a solu-
tion at of A(L)T, = 0 plus a solution b, of B(L)Pt = 0. This
follows indeed from the fact that A(z) and B(z) have no com-
mon root; a fundamental system for A(L)B(L)Pt = 0 can thus
be formed by juxtaposing a fundamental system Ptl'),
Tt(,P)} of A(L)Pt = 0 with a fundamental system {pP't')
. .,p(Pi+i)} of B(L)P, = 0.
Now, under the condition (y, 6) E 9(d), i.e., Ila + b1l2
d2, the values of ,.(y, 6) are restricted to those satisfying
,"'(y, 5),4vy6') = k'W2ko2I(f) > d2ao2I(J) (cf. Proposition
4.2). Thus the family of asymptotic distributions of n"2W' 1
T'nf under K(n)(A, B; RP2, Rq2; f Id) is the set of all normal
distributions with mean it and identity covariance matrix
such that jut'u 2 d2cr21(f), whereas under H(!)(A, B; *) the
asymptotic distribution of nWiT(n1T$ is normal with mean 0
and identity covariance matrix.
It then follows from an invariance argument and the Hunt-
Stein theorem that the maximin most powerful test for this
problem is based on the test statistic nT;Wf2T 1Zf-which
is precisely Q$);f. Because of the asymptotic sufficiency of
Tn) this'test is also maximin most powerful for H(')(A, B;)
against any K(A, B. RP2, 2; fld), d E R+.
Corollary 4.4 gives the particular form of the asymptotical-
ly maximin most powerful statistic QT'$.j in the case where
Pi = q1 = 0 and T = max(p2, q2). This is the only case whereQ50'$j~turns out to be a quadratic serial rank statistic in the
sense of Hallin et al. (2).
Remark 4.1: Denoting by Qnfl)= 1 (r(;j)2 the rank port-
manteau statistic of order ir = max(p2 - Pi, q2 -' q1), maxi-
min optimal quadratic statistics Qj~'$ can be decomposed
into Q~$J = Qfn) + O)Bf. Because Q5n) depends only on
r( r. whereas
(
B;fdepends only on r-;~+ij, X2Q(f) and QA",4j are asymptotically independent X2-dis-tributef statistics [under H(n)(A, B; )]. Q5Pn) accounts for
those models in the alternative that differ from the tested
model because of the existence of higher order terms (auto-
regressive terms of orders larger than Pi and/or moving av-
erage terms of orders larger than q1). It contributes for
max(p2 - Pl, q2 - qj) degrees of freedom, the maximal num-
ber of such possible higher order terms. Q ;f, which has
the form of a weighted rank portmanteau statistic accounts
for those models in the alternative that differ from the tested
model because their autoregressive coefficients of orders 1
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through Pi and moving average coefficients of orders 1
through q1 differ from the tested ones (i.e., the Ai and Bi
values). It contributes for (Pi + q1) degrees of freedom, one
for each tested coefficient A1, . . ., AP , B1, . . ., Bq * The
consideration of this decomposition in the case when HI()(A,
B; -) has been rejected may provide a useful insight into the
reasons why rejection occurred and thus suggest alternative
model specifications.
Remark 4.2: The noncentrality parameter X;(y, 8) of the
asymptotic distribution of Q0,B;f under alternatives of the
form K~n)(A, B; y, 6; f) also can be decomposed into 1/2i14,
(ai + b )2cr2I(f) (contribution of the "unweighted part" Qfn))
and 1/21it 7,+1 (ai + b)2cr2(f) (contribution of the "weighted
part" Q4',;f). A study of the relation between these two
quantities and the coefficients of the tested model (Eq. 2)
provides an interesting insight into the importance of the re-
spective contributions of the "weighted" and "unweighted"
parts to the asymptotic power of Eq. 25. As a general rule,
the contribution of the unweighted part does not depend on
A(L) and B(L), whereas the contribution of the weighted part
is an increasing function of the "closeness to the unit circle"
of the roots of A(z)B(z) = 0, z E ¢. To show this, let us
consider a simple example.
Example 4.2: Consider the problem of testing the AR(1)
model X, - pXt-, = E,, t E Z, when IpI < 1, against ARMA(2, 1) alternatives. Here r = 1, and
Y1 if i=1
ai tyl-1 +y2Pi-2 if i ' 2
and
if i= 1
if i.2
if an alternative of the form K(t)(A, B; y = (yb, y2), 8 = (S.
0); fl is considered. The noncentrality parameter (Eq. 24)
accordingly decomposes into (yi + 81)2 (contribution of the
unweithted Q~f)), which does not depend on p, and Y.=2
(Y1p- + y2p-2)2 = (Y1P + y2)2(1/(l - p2)) (contribution of
the weighted &,)j). Clearly, this latter contribution is ap-
proximately y2 if IPI 0O-and the optimal test (Eq. 25) is
then approximately equivalent to the test based on an un-
weighted rank portmanteau statistic of order two; if IpI = 1,
then the contribution of 03j can be arbitrarily large. The
absence of such a weighted part in the classical portmanteau
statistic could possibly be responsible for the somewhat dis-
appointing performance of the usual Box-Pierce test.
Section 5. Exact and Approximate Residuals
All the results in the sections above are based on the ranks
R(kn) of the exact residuals
Zt = [A(L)/B(L)]X(n), t = 1, . . ., n. [26]
Clearly, even in the case of purely autoregressive processes
(q1 = 0), these exact residuals cannot be all computed from
the observations. Replacing them with the approximate re-
siduals [obtained by putting X(,) = 0 t 0O in Eq. 26] does
not affect any of the asymptotic results given here [cf. Hallin
and Puri (5)].
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